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Strength is the ability to endure. 
Richard Andrew King 

 

You only have to endure to conquer. 
Winston Churchill 

------------------------------------------------------ 

 
The first prerequisite of a gentleman or a lady  
is a good moral character.  If that is not there,  

what else is left?      
Saint Charan Singh 

 

2009 will be a difficult and challenging time for planet earth to say the least. The 2009 

configuration features power-in-relationship issues. The Two (2) rules others and relationships. The Nine 

(9) rules power and dominance.  It is also the universal vibration, referencing the masses and the mass 

consciousness, the public and the world/global community. Nine also rules the endings of cycles. The 

Eleven-Two (11-2) Addcap focuses on the open clashing and convergence of egos, ideals, ideologies, 

individuals. It also potentially involves the treacheries and deceits of others. The Seven (7) Subcap 

references spiritual testing and challenges; secrecy, heartache, heartbreak, turmoil, tribulation, tears, 

isolation, alienation, sorrow, separation and solitude. Seven is the number of the thinker, the one who 

reflects, cogitates, contemplates, meditates, evaluates, analyzes, criticizes, studies, teaches, examines, 

separates and withdraws. Hence, 2009 will be a perfect time for "going within" and assessing life, its 

purpose and meaning, albeit under difficult circumstances. Why? Because there will be a convergence of 

egos and ideologies on a global scale - all of which will bring tension and potential chaos. In the least 

there will be concerns, but with this configuration the path before the world portends more severe 

outcomes. This may be troubling. However, wisdom underscores the truth that to be forewarned is to be 

forearmed. When we know of an impeding storm, we cannot be blind-sided by it but rather prepare for it 

and therefore manage its effects more efficiently while mitigating any ensuing damage. See the following 

schematic. 
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2009- Schematic 

 

 
 

Why will 2009 be this way? It is the natural order of things, the inherent cycling of energies. Earth is 

smack dab in the middle of an enormous shift of millennia energies between the One and Two vibrations. 

This is fully discussed in The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin at 

www.richardking.net/books.htm.   The Millennia Shift began on 31 December 1957, the first actual natal 

vibration to equal 2000 (31 + 12 + 1957 = 2000). Two thousand in reduction is a Two (2), the 

distinguishing cipher of the Second Millennium. Interestingly, just twelve weeks before the Millennia 

Shift began on Tuesday, 31 December 1957, the USSR launched Sputnik into space on Friday, 4 October 

1957 - a nanospeck of cosmic time. The shift from our world (represented by the One (1) began to focus 

on other worlds - not only the world of "others" with the inception of the space race between the United 

States and the Soviet Union (the two individual superpowers at the time), but the world of other celestial 

bodies, the moon in particular, a female body. The most intense part of the shift - the Core Millennia Shift 

- began on 31 January 1969 and will not be completed until 31 December 2031, a period of sixty-three 

years. The first date creates the first Crown Pinnacle (4th) equating to the number 2000 (day-31 plus year-

1969) and the latter date creates the last Crown Challenge (4th) at the end of the 2031 calendar year (year-

2031 minus day-31 = 2000). Beginning on 1 January 2032 all the souls born on planet earth will, from 

that moment forward, have their major numerology timelines specifically anchored in 2 energy as 

reflected in the Epoch, Pinnacle and Challenge components of the Life Matrix, and the Millennia Shift 

between the One and the Two vibrations will be complete. This is why the times in which we live are 

drastically dynamic and chaotically challenging - we are moving away from a thousand year period of 

male/yang energy (referenced by the One (1) cipher) into a thousand year period of female/yin energy 

(referenced by the Two (2) cipher) This One/Two conjunction involves energies that could not be more 

opposite and contrasting. It is really a special, unique and dynamic but trying and challenging time for the 

inhabitants of earth. For more on the Millennia Shift, see Chapters Two and Eight of The Age of the 

Female: A Thousand Years of Yin. For more information on Pinnacles, Challenges and Epochs, see The 
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King's Book of Numerology, Volume II: Forecasting - Part 1. All books are located at 

www.richardking.net/books.htm.  

 

The effective timespan of 2009, in fact any year, is actually 24 months, not 12 months. Why is this? 

Because each of our personal years does not begin until our birthdays. A person born on 1 January of any 

year will have his personal year coincide exactly with the calendar year. However, everyone else's 

calendar year will begin on their birthday, not the 1st of January. Using 2009 for example, a person born 

on 1 June will not start his 2009 until 1 June. His 2009 will terminate on the 31st of July 2010. A person 

born on the 31st of December will not begin his 2009 until the last day before 2010. Therefore, as one can 

see, it is this personal year factor that extends any calendar year for a full 24 months. 

 

Beyond the shifting of millennia, another primary cause of the 2009 cycle being problematic is the basic 

nature of this plane of existence - a bipolar dimension in which the great cosmic pendulum sways, 

relentlessly, back and forth to forces far beyond man's ability to control. For every positive charge in this 

dimension, there is a negative one. Every day has its night; every up has its down, every joy has its 

sorrow, every pleasure its pain, every hurricane its eye and every cloud its silver lining. In such a state of 

constant ebb, flow and flux, maintaining one's balance is a constant struggle, which is one reason mystics 

call this earth plane the plane of struggle. It's impossible to have peace here because of the innate duality 

of this dimension. This is why Saint Charan Singh has stated: "Just live in the creation and get out of it." 

Truly, this dimension is no Home for the soul. For more on these spiritual issues, read Messages from the 

Masters: Timeless Truths for Spiritual Seekers.  

 

Because the addcap of 2009 is an 11-2, there will be much tug-o-warring going on. The global teeter-

totter will be in full rhythm. The key to managing the coming year's energies both individually and 

collectively will be to remain balanced and centered. These are the positive aspects of the Two and Seven 

respectively. In fact, the way to manage any difficulty is to concentrate on its positive polar attributes. 

Anyone can teeter-totter but not everyone can balance, so just because other people may be losing their 

balance (emotional, psychological, intellectual, spiritual) is no reason for us to do the same. Someone has 

to remain stable and centered in any conflict, in any chaos. It should be, must be, those individuals who 

have the understanding and spiritual strength to understand the situation and react accordingly. Every 

dramatic and challenging situation has its victims but it also has its heroes. In 2009, the stable, strong, 

centered and balanced ones must be the heroic ones. They must have the resolve, character and courage to 

help others through. If you're reading this, it most likely means you because once you know you can never 

not know, and now that you know, you are being called upon to be the servants of those less fortunate and 

less knowing than you. So . . . center yourselves, remain calm, strong, focused and resolute. Storms are 

transient, but sometimes they give the impression they'll never end. Just remember, "strength is the ability 

to endure," and "you only have to endure to conquer." 

 

 

Silver/Light Linings 

 

Every cloud has its silver lining. Every coin its flip side. Every hurricane its destructive winds and 

tranquil core. Without fire, pressure and time, a chunk of coal could never be transformed into a radiant 

and beautiful diamond, and kites rise highest against the wind, not with it (Winston Churchill). Therefore, 

thank God for trying times and opposing forces. They allow us to rise higher too, to become the divine 

diamond that we innately are. Yes, 2009 will be difficult, but its difficulty is its silver lining. The key here 

is that we can't miss the point, and the point is - we need to see and act on the good that lies within that 

which we may perceive as bad. Think of the Yin/Yang symbol of the Chinese Tao - within the black side 

is a white dot; within the white side is a black dot, signifying that within the one is the other, its exact 

opposite.  
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How many great accomplishments sprang from adversity? How many great people did as well? In the 

words of Kahlil Gibran: Out of suffering have emerged the strongest souls. The most massive characters 

are seared with scars. Think of the life of Helen Keller. What a tribute to humanity she was! Mark Twain 

said that of all the people in the world he would like to have met she was one. Napoleon was the other. 

And then there is Abraham Lincoln, arguably the greatest president in United States history. Talk about 

adversity . . . and greatness! When we open our eyes a little, even squint, we can't help but see greatness 

all around us in the form of people and accomplishments born from the flames of adversity. 

 

Okay, so how do each of us manage 2009, keeping in mind that the intensities of the year will be different 

for everyone? The main thing is to remain balanced and centered and not let the external affairs of the 

world de-balance and de-center us. Everybody can teeter-totter but not everyone can balance, and anyone 

can go ballistic and "lose it" but the aware ones, the detached ones, will be the centered ones. The greater 

the chaos, the greater the opportunity for peace. Without great chaos there could never be great peace. But 

the mistake would be to wait for the world to have peace before each of us had peace. We need to 

establish balance and centeredness within ourselves first and not get involved or caught up in the transient 

whirling winds of the world's external drama. 

 

Balance is simply a matter of alignment. For example, try balancing on one foot. If you have problems, 

just make sure your head, shoulders, hips and active knee are in alignment with the balancing foot. When 

this understanding of physical alignment is augmented, balance becomes easier than just "trying to 

balance." Reducing things down to their single and simple parts is key to success. And so it is in life. To 

remain balanced we have to concentrate on keeping our emotions, mind and spirit in alignment. After all, 

God's in charge of absolutely everything, even the chaos. It's His world, not ours. Let Him run His world. 

It's not our job to run it. He doesn't need us, LOL! It's egotistical to think He does. He doesn't. So we just 

mind our own business and stay centered. The more centered we are, the more centered our own little 

worlds will be. Others seeing our centeredness may well be inspired to keep their own worlds centered. 

Amass enough centered people acting in concert and the world would be centered. It all starts with each 

individual and manifests from the inside out, not the outside in. Be of a brave heart and indomitable spirit. 

This is part of the greatness and nobility of man and the way to negotiate the tears and fears of a transient, 

material and lower world.  

 

~finis ~ 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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SURVIVAL 
(C) Richard Andrew King 

 

Survival - it is the ultimate test of mortal man, 

most primal instinct to understand 

the essence of who and what he is, 

and whether he can and will endure. 

 

Survival - it is the challenge of cowardice and courage, 

weakness and strength; skill and will;  

it is the laying of the blade upon the fire,  

the heart upon the altar, 

the face before the mirror, 

and the will before the hammer. 

 

Survival - it is the ultimate test of any man  

to see if he will stand or fall, 

crumble or crawl, laugh or cry, 

live or die; 

to see if he has grace in the face of fear; 

dignity and nobility in victory and defeat. 

 

Survival is man's greatest quest 

to know himself  

and be counted as one who stood . . .  

indomitable, unconquerable, unyielding, persevering and 

true to himself. . . to the end. 
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Richard Andrew King - Books 
Available for purchase at Lulu.com except for KBN 1.  

Order it directly from www.richardking.net/books.htm  

 

 
 

 

  

        
 

 

 

 

 

 


